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You may love Modi, you may hate Modi
but you can't ignore Modi. This is the
present national political discourse.

Barring Delhi and Bihar, election after elec-
tion Modi led BJP has expanded its footprint
on the electoral landscape of different states
of the country and emerged as pan-India
political force, much to chagrin of many. BJP
is in Govt. in 15 States today, alone in 9 or
with allies in 6. Correspondingly, Modi
enhanced his stature as a strong and decisive
political leader comparable with Indira
Gandhi in most of her forms, barring person-
al or family agenda. Modi bhakts may rate
him much higher but decidedly he has
emerged as a force not easily countered. His
unmatched energy, long and tiresome cam-
paigning  and perfect articulation to connect
with common man and put across his idea of
better India made him, for the time being,
politically invincible, more so by those who
profess and pander to the sole interest of a
particular vote bank to the exclusion of
majority.  

Omar Abdullah might have invited wrath
of Congress (Chief spokesman Randeep
Surjewalla) but he was echoing spontaneous
opinion of millions of people across the coun-
try when he tweeted on last Saturday after UP
results "At this rate, we might as well forget
2019(Lok Sabha poll) and start planning
(and) hoping for 2024." It was honest sugges-
tion to opposition for forging "mahagathban-
dan" to survive in 'Modi tsunami', admitting
that "it is not ripples in a pond." The
Congress reacted sharply saying, "Omar
Abdullah should focus on strengthening his
party rather than commenting on national pol-
itics. He should also take some interest in
Jammu and Kashmir affairs and the people's
problems instead of spending time on twit-
ter." He said the National Conference has not
been able to revive itself after losing badly to
the PDP in the 2014 Assembly elections.  The
JD (U) spokesman Neeraj Kumar accused
Abdullah of politics of opportunism. "By
referring to BJP's expansion as a tsunami, he
seems to have laid down his guns much
before the next assembly elections in his
state."  I think Omar didn't deserve this terse
reaction as he was airing his honest opinion.

Omar was not alone in getting overawed
by 'Modi tsunami'. Chidambaram in his popu-
lar Sunday column, 'Across the Aisle', con-
fessed the existence of unstoppable Modi
wave. He boldly admitted that "There is no
doubt whatsoever that the victories in Uttar
Pradesh (UP) and Uttarakhand have re-con-
firmed that Mr. Narendra Modi is the most
dominant political leader in the country

today. The scale of the BJP's victory in these
two states is unprecedented and mind-bog-
gling." He conspicuously omitted credit to
Rahul Gandhi for Punjab landslide victory
and wrote, "Punjab also has delivered a clear
verdict in favour of the Amarinder Singh-led
Congress."  On Modi, he boldly wrote, "The
man of the moment is Mr. Narendra Modi. He
has convincingly demonstrated that his
appeal is pan-Indian. It extends from Gujarat
and Goa to Assam and Manipur."

While opposition parties are finding
excuses for their rout Modi and Amit Shah
are busy in strategizing forthcoming phase of
elections in Gujarat and Delhi. While Modi's
stunning victory has dampened the opposition
parties which are trying to find excuses and
accusing BJP of stealing victory in Goa and
Manipur by cobbling up numbers despite hav-
ing lost the mandate,   Kashmir is yet to come
to terms with the political aftershocks of
"congress mukt"
results. Going by the
local media Kashmir
was expecting near
rout of Modi in lines with Delhi and Bihar
that could have kindled hope of New Delhi
loosening its "stranglehold" of Kashmir.
Columnists opined that diminishing Modi
brand would have helped Mehbooba to be
more assertive and Delhi forced to give some
quarters to Kashmir including offering some
space to separatists. But it didn't happen the
way Kashmir desired.  But still Mehbooba got
some commitment from Modi to address
pending items of Agenda of Alliance amidst
jubilation.

Once a baniya party with Hindutva agenda,
BJP has made all calculations wrong especial-
ly in politically and communally sensitive UP
where it wrested 325 seats along with its allies
in a house of 403. Fighting on 380 seats with
23 seats by its allies, no Muslim candidate
was put up to the shock of many. Its justifica-
tion of "no Muslim in was winnable" did not
cut ice but it still swayed the poll even in high
Muslim influenced constituencies. Did it help
in consolidating and polarizing Hindu votes?
Did Modi equating development of
shamshanghat with kabristan,  power supply
during Diwali (or Holi) with Eid or creating
Muslims in UP instead of burial for want of
land for graveyards ( as said by Yogi
Adityanath) or redefining KASAB polarize
votes to the extent of capturing 325 seats? Are
these words more polarizing than demolishing
Babri masjid amidst Ram Janambhoomi mass
agitation that catapulted the party to win hard-
ly 221 seats?  Not convincing, at all. In fact,
by and large Sangh hawks were restrained
from using unacceptable brazenly communal
outbursts, for which Modi himself compli-

mented BJP leaders and activists. 
UP election has redefined secular vote

bank politics. They expanded Modi's slogan
of "SAB KA SATH SAB KA VIKAS" to out-
reach minorities and dalits claiming that that
talk of doing away "triple talaq" has created a
new vote bank of Muslim women for BJP. The
joke on social media is that Muslim voted for
SP, BSP or Congress, his four begums voted
for Modi. Jokes apart, other parties are afraid
of offending traditional conservative Muslims
on religious reforms but Modi is more forth-
right. Did it pay off to BJP? The caste and
Muslim cards of SP and BSP failed to steer
these parties despite huge claims of pro- peo-
ple and good performance. Pro- minorities'
rant doesn't necessarily make parties secular.
The ruling Samajwadi party and some of its
likes had different practice of secularism in a
bid to nip the anticipated communal tension in
bud. Some of the post-poll posts on social

media exposed these par-
ties' duplicity. 

While it is difficult to
believe the social media

as authentic, yet it is claimed that during SP
rule, policemen were deployed at the entrance
of the famous Hanuman Mandir in Lalitpur
area of Bundelkhand to prevent devotees from
ringing of the big temple bell as preventive
step to avoid communal tension as Muslim
devotees offer namaz at nearby mosque.
Similarly, administration removed loudspeak-
ers from many temples in areas which are
resided by Muslim families as these tend to
whip up communal tension. It is said that just
eight days before Holi an order was issued
that in case walls of the mosques get pinch of
colour during Holi, administration would
repaint these at the Govt. expense. Didn't such
actions too contribute to BJP victory?  

In UP and Uttarakhand states the ruling
Samajwadi and Congress parties made to lick
the dust, giving power to BJP. Akali-BJP
alliance had their waterloo in Punjab for their
misrule reposing faith in Congress. Fractured
mandate came in Goa and Manipur with the
both ruling parties- BJP & Congress, failing to
get clear mandate. BJP is accused of "stealing
the mandate" by adopting what the opposition
says unethical and immoral methods as in
both the State BJP played smart and quickly
cobbled the numbers despite being the second
largest party in terms of seats won. 

The Congress smarting under the criticism
from its own party leaders including newly
elected MLA in Goa took the issue of appoint-
ment of Manohar Parrikar to the SC but it
declined to stay the scheduled swearing-in
ceremony. In the fractured mandate the small-
er groups and independents have the hay day
as they settled the price of their support to

form the Govt. It has been the practice in the
past and it was followed this time as well. In
Goa, BJP which had its Govt there was
reduced to 13 from 21, eight short of majority.
Now the effect of fractured mandate was that
in the ministry of 10, BJP had only three
members including the Chief Minister.
Parrikar comfortably won the vote of confi-
dence. Similar was the story of Manipur.
Academically it was a vote against BJP in Goa
where the Chief Minister too was unseated.
While it was a vote against BJP (10 short of
last Assembly) it cannot be said that it was in
favour of single largest party- Congress hav-
ing 17 seats, still short of four members. 

Govt formation in Goa and Manipur has
become controversial as the Congress
described it as unconstitutional and unethical
for not inviting the single largest party
(Congress) to explore possibilities of forming
Govt. Constitutional position is very clear on
it. Article 164 of the Constitution (section 36
of J&K Constitution) says, "The Chief
Minister shall be appointed by the Governor
and the other Ministers shall be appointed by
the Governor on the advice of the Chief
Minister, the Minister shall hold office at the
pleasure of the Governor;" Now issue is sim-
ple, political upheaval on it notwithstanding..
In a fractured mandate or otherwise, the party
getting majority or cobbled up the required
number to transform into majority, stake claim
to form Govt. The Governor after satisfying
about the number and stability invites the
elected leader of the majority group to form
the Govt. This satisfaction has to be put to the
litmus test of floor test. Now any group,
smaller or bigger joined hands and achieve the
magic number how can the Governor say no to
them on the ground that the first right is of the
largest single party. SC didn't find any wrong
in Governor's action. The Goa floor test vindi-
cated Governor's decision. Congress is faced
with rebellion with one MLA resigned from
his seat and also from the Congress amidst
report of one more MLA resigning. 

While BJP is entitled to attribute success in
4 out 5 states to Modi Tsunami, the fact
remains that it was vote for a change. Voters
in none of these five states have voted conclu-
sively for the party in power. Whether Modi's
stunning victory in UP amounts to people's
approval of demonetisation and surgical strike
which was made a strong poll issue in UP by
the SP-Congress alliance or not, the fact
remained that voters cannot be taken for
granted by any party including Modi as they
have wisdom to write obituary of any political
party or leader when they fail to deliver.
Every election is a new challenge and a fresh
opportunity to re-gain people's confidence.  

(Feedback: kbjandial@gmail.com)
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Gas pipeline only on paper
Six years ago on July 7, 2011 the Petroleum and

Natural Gas Regulatory Board (PNGRB) had
authorized Gujarat State Petronet Limited

(GSPL), a subsidiary of the Gujarat Government, to
lay Bhatinda-Jammu-Srinagar gas pipeline to ensure
gas supply for industrial, commercial and domestic
use in Jammu and Kashmir, whose major portion
remains cut-off from rest of the country during rainy
and winter seasons. However, the project has not
seen the light of the day.

Not to speak of laying the pipeline, there emerged
a number of issues, controversies and objections not
only from the people whose lands were to be
acquired for laying the pipeline but also from some
Government organizations like the Forest
Department, Environment Department etc. They had
their reasons. In any case the project has remained
in limbo till date and the purpose of alleviating the
suffering of the people remained defeated. 

What happened to the project after identifying the
route and land from Chak Devian village in Kathua
district to Smailpur, a distance of 67 kilometers in
Samba remains unknown. The route and land both
were identified and even notices were issued to the
owners of the land, yet no work on the ground has
even been started. Moreover, route of the pipeline
beyond Smailpur in Samba district is yet to be final-
ized.

It is not necessary to recount the difficulties faced
by the people of the State especially those who are
living in far flung areas, to meet their fuel require-
ments. Laying of pipelines and bringing gas to the
people in the State was perhaps a very sensible deci-
sion for two reasons. One was to provide uninterrupt-
ed gas supplies to the people of the State and make
life easier. The second purpose was to save the
forests from being damaged by the villagers who
would cut down young trees for use as fuel producing
source. Since the project remains unimplemented,
the above mentioned difficulties remain. Actually, it
has been observed that the Government is not pursu-
ing the matter with all the seriousness with which it
should have done. Ironically even the Union Ministry
of Petroleum and Natural Gas, too, has been sleep-
ing over the matter.  It is callousness on the part of the
Government authorities to adopt irresponsible attitude
towards such a crucial project. Enough is enough and
the trend in the country today is to revive the halfway
left projects and bring these to completion. It was on
the behest of GIGL that the Government of the State
brought a legislation to facilitate laying of the gas
pipeline. But unfortunately despite all this nothing tan-
gible has been done to ease the suffering of the peo-
ple. 

Yet another mischief of Pak

Pakistan is preparing for yet one more mischief
in Jammu and Kashmir. There are hot rumours
that she is mulling to declare Gilgit and

Baltistan as her fifth province. Even some preliminary
legal and constitutional opinions have been framed
towards seeing to it that this strategically crucial area
is made an integral part of the Pakistan Federation.

Gilgit-Baltistan is strategically important because
borders of five countries meet here. With the building
of Karakoram Highway by China and Pakistan
together strategic importance of the region has
increased manifold. However, India has rightly point-
ed out that integrating GB into Pakistan will be an ille-
gal move and India protests against it. One has to
remember that Pakistan has already ceded more
than 5,000 sq kilometers of Aksaichin to China and
the latter has built a road connection to Tibet via that
portion of land. Pakistan has been inviting China for
so-called task of building the infrastructure. But
China has military objectives also in building a gas
pipeline and also railway line across the KKH. This is
tantamount to intimidating India and create threat
scenario in the region.

The world knows that there is great resentment
among the people of Gilgit and Baltistan against
Pakistan for latter's discriminatory treatment of people
in Gilgit and Baltistan. They demand independence
and even some years ago the High Court of PoK also
gave its verdict that "Northern Areas" were part of the
State of Jammu and Kashmir.

Pakistan has deliberately kept the precise status of
GB in a state of controversy. However, we learn that
China has categorically told Pakistan to clarify the sta-
tus of GB if the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
was to be given practical shape. China wants the
indecisive status of GB to come to an end and that is
why Pakistan Government is now mulling the integra-
tion of GB into the Pak Federation. If it does so that
will be violation of Shimla Agreement and also will viti-
ate the Resolution of the Indian Parliament saying
that PoK and northern areas belong to India and she
retains the right of taking these back from illegal occu-
pation by China and Pakistan.  

We cannot underestimate the possibility of
Pakistan and China together contemplating changing
the present status of Gilgit and Baltistan just because
both are eager to begin work on prestigious project of
CPEC. China has committed 46 billion US dollars for
the project and she would not like this big project to
run into disputes and counter claims by India. When
India conducted the surgical strike across the LoC
she said she had not violated any international rule
because her troops had entered their own territory.
This is the standpoint of Indian Government and the
entire country stands behind the Government on this
issue.

Ashok Sharma

Marriage is an important
institution which has
played a significant

role in the organisation and devel-
opment of society.According to
Hindu traditions, marriage is a
sacrosanct rite and the bond
between the husband and the wife
is everlasting, pious and unbreak-
able.So many rituals are per-
formed amidst the chanting of
Vedic mantras on the ocassion of
solemnisation of marriage  in
order to purify the body , mind
and the soul in order to enable the
couple to work together for living
a successful life.They say, A son
is a son till he gets a wife while a
daughter is daughter all her
life'.As time progresses and the
daughter reaches adolescence
after passing through the periods
of childhood and puberty, parents
get worried for her marriage and
start looking for suitable alliance
for her.Though the marriage of a
son is a joyous ocassion,perhaps
marriage of a daughter is one such
occassion which is drenched with
both joy and pain for parents,
especially for the father, who
silently watches his sweet
princess leaving her home for her
inlaws to get love and affection
from a man other than he.

It is said that a girl is close to

her father than to her mother as
mother is an epitome of discipline
and restriction for her while father
is like her friend who is always
ready to help and support her
everytime.He is the first man in
her life whom she looks up with
pride and joy and whether he is
rich or  poor, she is always a little
princess to him.In other words,
there is an envious and special
relationship and unbeatable
understanding between a father
and his daughter.While the
daughter helps in bringing out the
best father in a man, father is
always busy in raising a wonder-
ful  and confident girl.In due
course of time, she may outgrow
her father's lap but she can never
outgrow his loving  heart.

As the daughter grows from
an infant to a teenager and devel-
ops into an adolescent, she is per-
haps more attached to the father
than to her mother and frequent-
ly shares her joys and achiev-
ments with the father.The father
too has a big impact on her life
and shapes her into a confident
and wonderful girl in order to face
the challanges of life.For her, he
is adorable and role model and it

is he who shapes her opinion
about men.As she grows into ado-
lescence, a father gets worried to
seek a suitable partner for his
daughter.He is  ready with his
long  questionaire for his prospec-
tive son-in-law.Everything about
him, including his financial sta-
tus, famiy background, past
record etc.is put under a scanner
to ensure that his daughter gets the
best of the groom.While choosing
her life partner, he often doubts
his finesse whether he is doing the
right thing or not while giving his
most precious pearl to a
stranger.His joy knows no bounds
when he finds the most suitable
groom for his darling daughter.
Soon after arrangements for mar-
riage start and time flies very
fast.As the day of marriage
approaches, father starts having
mixed emotions surging in
him.The excitement associated
with the wedding arrangements
makes it the busiest and happiest
time of the father's life while the
fact that his sweet princess will
soon be leaving him to join her in
laws saddens him.Father, unable
to control his emotions, often
spends sleepless nights and fre-

quently looks at the photographs
and albums of his baby dolls
while others in the family are gen-
erally unaware of his emotional
state of mind.The thought of his
daughter  going to get married and
leaving them soon for her inlaws
makes him happy and sad at the
same time.At times,he has all the
feelings of pride and joy for the
girl he raised to the woman she
has now become.At last, the day
of marriage dawns and On this
day, father, though being on fast,is
too busy to ensure that every thing
goes well and the marriage func-
tion  is properly organised and
culminated and  there is little time
for him to have such thoughts.The
bridal songs, especially the folk
songs called 'suhaags' sung by the
friends of the bride and other
women accentuate the pain of
separation.These songs have such
moving lyrics which can move
the heart of the toughest father
and he breaks down.Things move
on , the Barat arrives, the ceremo-
ny of 'Milni' takes place and the
father and maternal uncle of the
bride and the bridegroom
embrace eachother to begin the
new relationship between the two

families.As the groom arrives and
the bride enters the reception hall
wearing joy and radiance on her
face,the two appear as the most
beautiful couple in the world and
father feels happy and proud.

But it is  the final chapter of
the marriage of a daughter is
which is the most emotional
one.It is painful for the father to
realise that his daughter will no
longer stay at his home.As the
time for Kanyadaan comes when
father officially places his daugh-
ter's hand in the hands of the
groom to hand over the responsi-
bilty of fulfilling the physical and
emotional needs of his daughter
to the inlaws, his patience fails
him and he can't hold his tears
back and help cry bitterly.He
refuses to accept that now there
will be another man to whom his
beloved daughter will turn for
love,affection and protection.He
feels overwhelmed and it is the
most  emotional moment for him
but he makes desperate attempts
to control himself.As she takes
her last steps out of her par-
ents'home leaving behind a large
number of  impressions of sweet
memories behind, everybody

sheds tears.But there is one man
who,standing away from others,
is choked and he is the father of
the bride.

To him, she has never been a
burden; instead she is a reason for
him as to why he breathes and
lives.He is filled with joy, love,
affection and warmth for his little
princess whom he taught to take
first steps, help dress in the morn-
ing, take her to school  and who
graduated from the college and
who is now all set to start a new
life of her own.He finds it hard to
believe that his daughter is leav-
ing his home and will spend the
rest of her life at a home other than
his.His mind is flooded with the
memories of the little sweet girl
whom he brought up with so
much love and affection.He
rememebers how she would hug
her when he came back from work
and all his tensions would fade
away.But the fact that  a daughter
is born to be separated from the
parents and that his sweetheart is
happily married ,is a heavenly
feeling for him and he prays to
God to shower His choicest bless-
ings on his daughter and her
inlaws.

(The writer is serving as lecturer in
English in Govt.Hr.Sec.School (Boys)
Udhampur).
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Bidding farewell to the Princess

Modi Tsunami or Vote for change?

BAL K. GUPTA

On March 19, 1948, a
train full of Hindu
and Sikh prisoners of

Alibeg Prison (Pakistan)
reached India.   I was 10 years
old and one of the liberated
prisoners on that train.
Following are excerpts from
my book "Forgotten
Atrocities: Memoirs of a
Survivor of 1947 Partition of
India".  Hope those horrible
scenes are not repeated again.

A similar prison of
Muslim widows, children,
and old men was set up in
Kacchi Chhawni, Jammu
(India). The Muslim prisoners
in Jammu were treated well
because the Chief Minister of
Jammu and Kashmir, Sheikh
Abdullah, was a liberal
Muslim. By March 1948, the
ICRC in Alibeg carried out
the necessary negotiations
and paperwork for the
exchange of the Hindu pris-
oners of Alibeg with the
Muslim prisoners of Jammu.
The ICRC brought about sixty
trucks and buses to the Alibeg
prison and each truck or bus
could accommodate twenty to
thirty persons. It took the
ICRC volunteers almost an
entire day to count the prison-
ers and load them onto the
trucks and buses. We all start-
ed lining up in the morning,
and skipping lunch so as not
to take any chances of miss-
ing the buses or trucks.

On March 18, 1948 late in
the afternoon, under the ban-
ner of "Pakistan Red Cross,"
the convoy of buses and
trucks with about 1600 sur-
viving Hindus and Sikhs, left
the borders of POK, crossed
the Jhelum, and entered
Pakistan. By evening, the
convoy reached
SeraiAlamgir, which was the
nearest train station. The
Pakistani army and police had
provided guards on the rail-
way station so that Muslims
would not attack the Hindu
prisoners. We got down from
the buses and trucks and
boarded the waiting train,
which soon was overloaded
with Hindu prisoners. To
avoid confusion, ICRC per-
sonnel allotted each bogie
strictly according to the list
prepared in Alibeg. Cramped
in the bogies (carriage or
small train-cars), we were
hungry and thirsty, and some
of us had not eaten anything
since morning. Each bogie
had over one hundred passen-
gers occupying all the seats
and floor. There were no
lights in the carriages and it
was difficult to see the faces
of other passengers. Later on,
about one hundred and fifty
women and children from
Datial Camp also arrived and
were accommodated in last
two bogies. Amongst them
were families of my friend
Suresh Chander and Mrs.

Krishna Mehta (later on an
MP from J&K).

At that time, Fateh
Mohamed, a noble Muslim,
appeared on the scene,
searching for my mother's
cousin, Purshottam Lal
Dhangeryal. Uncle
Purshottam Lal asked him to
arrange water for about six-
teen hundred thirsty Hindus,
and with the help of some
Muslim volunteers, Fateh
Mohamed brought drums full
of water. The ICRC officers
asked the railway authorities

to help the Muslim volunteers
serve water to the passengers.
Fateh Mohamed and his
Muslim volunteers also
brought some food for Uncle
Purshottam Lal and his fami-
ly.

After midnight, some

Muslims attacked the last two
bogies of women and children
of Datial Camp. They had
known that these bogies had
young women of Datial
Camp. In the darkness, they
tried to drag out some of
these girls at the point of dag-
gers and swords. However,
those girls screamed loudly in
the night, which woke up
entire train. They were crying
for help and the railway
guards ran to their rescue and
foiled their abduction from
the Muslims. After this inci-

dent, everybody in the dark
train was scared and nobody
could sleep. We all were pray-
ing and afraid of what could
happen next.

The next morning, at 5:00
A.M., the train left
SeraiAlamagir station. The

ICRC officers and armed
Pakistani guards accompanied
the train to protect the Hindu
prisoners. The same day, at
about noontime, the train
reached Lahore, the largest
city in the Pakistani province
of Punjab. In 1947, Lahore
was one of the most notorious
stations, where Pakistani
Muslims had slaughtered
trains full of Hindu and Sikhs
fleeing to India in retribution
for trains full of slaughtered
Muslims coming from India.
Somehow, on this morning,
the word had leaked out that a
train of Hindus was passing
through Lahore on its way to
India. Although the Pakistani
army and police fully guarded
the Lahore station, we could
see hordes of angry looking
Muslims outside the fence of
the railway station.

Our train waited in Lahore
for almost the rest of the day
for official procedures and
clearances from the authori-
ties. The Pakistani guards
would not allow us to get off
the train to drink water
because it would have caused
a riot at the station. The
Pakistani authorities had not
arranged for any food or
drinking water, and since
many of us had not eaten
since the day or night before,
we were starving. It was
almost springtime and the
overcrowding of the train
made the conditions more

miserable. The hope to reach
India soon was the only thing
keeping our spirits, and our-
selves, alive.

On the evening of March
19, 1948, the Pakistani rail-
way authorities allowed the
train to move out of Lahore
Station. At about 5:00 P.M., it
crossed the India-Pakistan
border at Wagah and reached
the Atari Station (Indian
Punjab). Ours was the last
train of Hinduand Sikh
refugees from Pakistan. Most
of us got down onto the Atari
platform and kissed the prom-
ised land of India. We were
no longer prisoners of
Pakistan but rather refugees
in free India. Kind Sikh farm-
ers who inhabited (and still
inhabit) Atari Station had
heard about the fate of the last
train of Hindus coming from
Pakistan and had prepared
halwa (porridge) for all the
refugees. The Sikhs of Atari
had also arranged plenty of
water for drinking and wash-
ing. I almost took a mini-bath
under a water hydrant that
was primarily used to fill the
steam engine of the train.
Some of these Sikh men even
distributed some cash to the
refugees. I received some
cash with which I was able to
buy something to eat from the
vendors at the Atari station.
The train stopped there for
two to three hours and then
proceeded to Amritsar.

March 19, 1948:Train from Pakistan

On March 18, 1948 late in the
afternoon, under the banner of

"Pakistan Red Cross," the convoy
of buses and trucks with about 1600
surviving Hindus and Sikhs, left the
borders of POK, crossed the Jhelum,

and entered Pakistan. By evening,
the convoy reached SeraiAlamgir,

which was the nearest train station.
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